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Eagle Peak, like the majestic bird after which it is named, soars: it soars over Rainbow Trail Lutheran 
Camp at 13,200 feet.  The camp sits at 8500 feet, a difference of 4700 feet.  So, it rises nearly a mile 
above camp. Last Tuesday was “hike day” at confirmation camp and I joined 28 others, including Valerie, 
on what was billed as the most challenging of the four hikes offered that day to campers.  If we 
summited the peak we would cover 13 miles before returning to camp.   
 
Sure, I thought, I’m up for that. 
 
At Rainbow Trail, those attempting this hike are held in high regard by the rest of the camp.  Because of 
the duration of the hike, the day starts earlier.  And because all-camp activities are always done together, 
the whole camp awoke early to the sounds of The Imperial March, the theme song of Darth Vader from 
Star Wars, blasting over loudspeakers.  That was encouraging and ominous at the same time.  All joined 
in the daily routines of breakfast and worship.  We were equipped with two water bottles each, a 
whistle in case we got lost, and nearly everyone had to carry some portion of the lunch we would all 
share at some point. Off we went to the cheers of those who straggled back to their cabins for another 
hour of rest before going off on their own hikes. 
 
To say that this hike is a challenge is an understatement.  About a mile in, one boy became sick, 
probably from dehydration, and had to be escorted back to camp by one of the counselors, named Evan, 
and one of the other hikers, Pastor Brad from Littleton, who was asked to accompany.  I was almost 
jealous I didn’t get chosen to go back down. On we marched until we reached Rainbow Lake, about four 
miles up the path.  We waited there for a good while until Evan and Pastor Brad came marching back to 
join the pack. 
 
Then, the hike began.  After skirting the edge of Rainbow Lake, we came to what is affectionately called 
“The Stairway to Heaven.”  This is a very steep climb through a forest on a narrow path, barely wide 
enough for a human body, pretty much straight up, without any switchbacks to mitigate the steepness.  
More than a few sweet adolescents voiced the group consensus, “I think this is the Stairway to Hell.”  
Here, our abilities and conditioning levels (or, rather, lack of conditioning) made our line stretch out 
quite a bit.  We would stop every once in a while and wait for the others.  There were pockets of snow 
here and there, so we could at least entertain ourselves with snowball fights. 
 
Coming out of the forest at the top of the Stairway to Heaven, we then made a right turn and began the 
long climb of several miles along a ridge leading to the peak.  We all made it above the tree line, and 
finally stopped to make a decision.  It was about 1 p.m. and there is a strict turn-around time at 2 p.m., 
after which you must stop the climb, no matter how tantalizingly close you are to the peak, and begin 
the descent.  The decision we had to make was whether to continue the climb at all, since just to the 
north of us afternoon storm clouds were already gathering and in the distance thunder could be heard.  
Some pleaded:  “How can we stop now?  We’re so close!” 
 
The decision was made that those who wanted to try to reach the peak would continue, at a very quick 
pace, while the rest remained at the lunch spot.  I decided to stay put, but regretted that decision 
immediately.  The dozen or so who marched on were about 100 yards up when a counselor said to me, 
“It’s pretty cool up there.”  That’s when I did something really stupid: to reach them, I sprinted those 
100 yards or so, now at over 12,500 feet, to reach them.  When I did, I thought I was going to die.  I felt 
as if my heart were about to explode, which it probably was.  That’s when I did something really smart: I 
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went back down to the half of the group who were going to wait for those attempting to summit the 
peak. 
 
A cold wind kicked in and the clouds gathered more and more around us.  It began to sprinkle and we all 
put on our rain gear and hunkered down to wait for the others.  Most of us got in at least a brief nap.  
And because at camp group activities are done together, we waited to eat the lunch that was right in 
our backpacks until the rest came back. 
 
Turned out they didn’t quite make it to the peak.  Time ran out and Evan, the counselor, brought them 
back to the lunch spot.  We ate there together before gathering our strength for the descent, which we 
began at about 3:40 p.m. 
 
There was a boy named Aiden who had gotten sick.  While the others took brief naps, he was curled up 
in a fetal ball the whole time.  I learned that he had been vomiting throughout the hike and now only 
had the dry heaves, as nothing was left in his stomach.  We had a registered nurse with us who began to 
treat him for dehydration and altitude sickness.  But even small sips of water wouldn’t stay down and he 
tolerated no food.  Aiden was green as a ghost. 
 
With storm clouds gathering and time getting late, we started down.  But every 25 feet or so Aiden 
would need to stop and bend over and attempt to throw up.  We were going very slowly, too slowly to 
make it back before darkness.  The counselors huddled together.  It seemed the only solution was to 
carry Aiden.  Evan, who is probably about 20 and going into his senior year in college soon and who is 
about 6’5”, said, “There’s no way I can carry him down the Stairway to Heaven.”  We all stood puzzled 
for a moment.  But then you could see the light bulbs turn on in the counselors’ heads as it became clear 
there was nothing else to do.  No helicopter was going to fly up and rescue Aiden.  So, Evan, firm in his 
new resolve, hoisted Aiden on his back and we began the climb down. 
 
I still can hardly believe what I witnessed for the next few hours.  Evan urged us to pick up the pace 
down the mountain, not so much because it was getting late, but because he was carrying dead weight: 
a limp, green, 85-pound kid on his back.  The feat of strength I witnessed was amazing but only fraction 
of it was Evan’s physical strength.  His first words to Aiden after he hoisted him up were, “Aiden, if you 
need to throw up, you just do it.  It won’t matter to me at all.  I’m already dirty, so no worries.  We’re a 
team, buddy.”   
 
Aiden was too sick to do much of anything besides droop his arms around Evan’s neck.  So Evan took it 
upon himself to lift Aiden’s spirits as well.  He began to tell Aiden stories.  He told him about where he 
was born and where he grew up.  That he played soccer and that his high school team had won the state 
championship in Iowa his senior year.  He told Aiden about his older brother who was now working on a 
master’s degree in engineering.  He told him that his dad was a pastor in Iowa and he told him about all 
the congregations he had grown up in and the various places their family had lived.  He told him that he 
had just taken his MCAT exam a month before and was going to apply to medical school this fall.  He 
told him that he loved to play bass guitar.  He told him that he played soccer for his college, Illinois 
Wesleyan University.  He asked Aiden if he played sports.  No, not really.  He asked him if he played any 
instruments.  Violin, Aiden muttered. “Wow, that’s an awesome instrument, violin,” Evan said.  “That’s a 
solid choice, Aiden.”  Aiden was too weak even to reply, but he soaked in Evan’s stories. 
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We reached the dreaded Stairway to Heaven, the part of the descent that Evan said there was “no way” 
he could carry Aiden down.  And, of course, he did carry Aiden down, cutting through the trees, over 
sliding rocks and stumps and roots sticking up out of the ground, extremely cautiously, with the care of a 
surgeon cutting through precious tissue.  My job was to part the tree branches so this tall mass could get 
through and, when he needed it, to give Evan a drink of water. 
 
“Evan,” I said, “do you need a break?”  No, we’re good.  Step by step, we made it down the Stairway to 
Heaven.   
 
Evan is, I mentioned, tall.  And as a college soccer player, he also has exceptionally strong legs and back 
and is in exceptional shape.  But, the strength and generosity of his spirit; his encouraging attitude and 
kind story-telling; his huge, strong gentleness were almost more than I could behold.  
 
He, Evan, his body and soul, was literally the answer to a prayer we had no idea we would be praying as 
we left that morning.   
 
I must confess that part of me – well, a lot of me – wanted to be Evan, with a strong back and strong legs 
and help that sick boy in the way he did.  I wished that I could have been Evan.  I think that if any of my 
own children were sick in such a situation, I would have done the same thing.  But, I realized on that 
climb down, that I’m not sure any more that I would have had the strength to do it.  But it didn’t matter.  
It was Evan’s vocation that day to do what he himself thought he could not do.  It was my vocation to 
push branches aside and offer water.   
 
I wept coming down that mountain, in awe of what God was doing through Evan.  I wept even as I 
realized and finally embraced my own vocation, not of carrying Aiden, but of offering water and clearing 
the path from time to time.   
 
It began to rain steadily. A counselor had radioed ahead and a truck soon met us at Rainbow Lake, still 
high up, and carried Aiden the rest of the way back to camp.  It continued to rain as we marched the 
remaining four miles back.  We were singing songs and disregarding our various miseries like sore feet 
and twisted ankles as best we could.  At least we were not green and vomiting.  Evan led, again, from 
the front of the pack.  When we arrived in camp, we were all cheered, but no one yet knew precisely 
why they were cheering.   
 
Jesus’ words in our short gospel lesson are the conclusion of his speech to his disciples about their 
mission.  Last week, we heard Jesus tell them that their mission would cause division, painful division, 
even in families.  They would be taking up their own cross and following him on the way of his cross. 
But there is the light of hope in the conclusion. “Whoever welcomes you welcomes me, and whoever 
welcomes me welcomes the one who sent me….and whoever gives even a cup of cold water to one of 
these little ones in the name of a disciple – truly I tell you, none of these will lose their reward.”   These 
are stunning words, because they tell us that those who receive the disciples of Jesus in their mission 
receive not us, and not only Jesus, but the one who sent him.  Those who share their hospitality with the 
disciples of Jesus welcome God.   
 
It is by sharing their hospitality with us – not by our giving to them – that they receive the living God.  
Once again, we see that “receiving” is built into the being of God.  Our vocation is not only to give, but 
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also to receive.  In that, in the giving and in the receiving, the living God is shared and received and 
welcomed.  
 
I’ve begun to think, on the basis of this lesson, that the trick of discipleship is to share Jesus with others 
– so humbly, so gently, so strongly, so lovingly – that we will be in a position not only to have doors 
slammed in our faces (because Jesus assures us that we will indeed), but, at least from time to time, we 
will receive a cold cup of water.  We must be in a posture that is ready not only to give, but especially 
also to receive.  And, as we receive hospitality, those who give it welcome nothing less than the living 
God. What a privilege to receive.   
 
Evan, the camp counselor, is a large young man.  He has legs and a back as strong as an oak.  But, he also 
has a huge capacity to be a little one.  It takes enormous humility, enormous smallness, to hoist a sick 
kid and say, “Hey buddy, if you need, just puke on me and don’t worry about it. We’re a team.”   
 
My vocation that day was to give a cold cup of water to Evan.  Aiden’s vocation that day was to receive 
Evan’s strength.  Evan’s vocation that day was to do something he didn’t think he could do and to be 
small enough to let a sick child puke on him. And to be big enough to share his soul.  There was more 
giving and receiving that day than I could perceive or measure or count. 
 
And, as I let go of my desire to be Evan with the oaken legs and back, and embraced the gift of being 
myself, of being the cup-bearer, I was given a reward that made my heart burst with joy and still drains 
my eyes. 
 
Brothers and sisters, on our mission as Jesus’ disciples, it is enough – for you and me – to be ourselves.  
It is enough for you to be yourself. To embrace the gift of being yourself, of being ourselves, even of 
being God’s little ones.  It is enough to give and to receive a cold cup of water and in that to have a share 
in the living God who gives himself to whomever welcomes us, who rewards even those who welcome 
God’s little ones.   
 
It is enough.  Amen. 
 
 
 


